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Much theoretical and experimental work has been recently devoted to the
investigation of the behaviour of highly excited atoms in microwave
fields. Indeed this problem provides an ideal testing ground for the
existence of quantum "chaotic" phenomena, and brings the long debated
and sometimes abstract question about the existence and nature of
Quantum Chaos very close to physiCal application. In particUlar, the deep
phenomenon 'of quantum suppression of chaotic diffusion, that previous
theoretical studies on quantum chaos indicate as a typical occurrence,
may find here its first experimental verification. This phenomenon is due
to quantum interference effects that prevent any diffusive Iike
excitation process from going on indefinitely, and can be considered as a
dynamical version of the Anderson localization well-known to solid state
physicists.
Here we present theoretical and numerical results showing that the final
state distribution of highly excited hydrogen atoms produced by a
monochromatic field is exponentially localized in the number of absorbed
photons. These results allow for a theoretical interpretation of
underthreshold ionization and of the characteristic peak structure
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produced by mu1tiphoton transitions. In partlcular we show the existence
of a large ionization peak at frequencies much below those required for
the conventional one-photon photoelectric effect. This peak can, for
suitable parameters values, be much higher than that of the usual
photoelectric effect and its frequency width is jointly determined by two
independent effects: the classical chaotic threshold and the quantum
delocal ization border.
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